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Prospectus: Doctor of Medicine in General
General Medicine (effective from f une 2016)

Sections: 3 & 4.2

Current Sectinn .l:
Eligihility for Entry into Training Programme

Medicine and Board Certification

To bc eligible to sil lor the Medicine Selection Dxarninalion anci to hc sclcctcd [or'

adrnission to the Progranrme, a candidate shoLrld fulfill all of the tollouuing cligiLtility
cri te ri a:

1. Hold a rnedical degree registered with the Sri Lanl<a Medical Cotincil [SLMCJ.
2. Conrplete an internship recognized by the 5LMC.

3. Complete one year work experience in Sri Lanka, after internship
4. Have six (6) months of experience in general medicine as an intern house officer,

andf ar six (6) months of experience as a full-time medical officer after internship

fconsecutively or in total), with both in-ward and out-patient care, with first-on-
call commitments, under the supervision of a full-time specialist, in general

medicine or in cardiology, clinical oncology, dermatology, gastroenterology,

nephrology, neurology, respiratory medicine, or rheumatology.
5. Produce a medical certificate from a specialist physician to confirm general mental

and physical fitness.

6. Comply with any other PGIM regulations.

Section 3 amended as

1. Hold a medical degree registered with the Sri Lanka Medical Council [SLMC).
2. Complete an internship recognized by tle SLMC.

3. Complete one year work experience in Sri Lanka, after internship
4. Have six [6) months of experience in general medicine as an intern house officer,

and,/or six [6) months of experience as a full-time medical officer after internship

fconsecutively or in totalJ, with both in-ward and out-patient care, with first-on-
call commitments, under the supervision of a full-time specialist, in general

medicine or in cardiology, clinical oncology, dermatology, gastroenterology,
nephrology, neurology, respiratory medicine, or rheumatologr.

5. Have completed the ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT COURSE- One Day course conducted
by the cotLEGE OF ANAESTHESIOLOGISTS & INTENSMSTS OF SRt LANKA aillie
time of application.

6. Producc a medical certificate from a specialist physician to confirm general mental
and physical fitness.

7. Comply with anyother PGIM regulations.



Section 4.2

4.2i.ttrt"urL st-,ctir;n 4.2 The practical component
The practical component consists of'an Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE]-

type practical examination. It has 12 stations, each lasting 5 minutes. Each station will
have two examiners assessing tiic candidates. Assessment at these statiotrs will be

domain-based. The domains assessed in the examination are;

A. History-tal<ing skills
B. Physical examination skills
C. Eliciting symptoms and physical signs correctly
D. lnterpretation of investigation material (such as electrocardiographs, radiographs,

charts) or identification of clinically useful material (such as plants, snakes)

E. Interpretation of data to provide a logical conclusion, such as a differential diagnosis,

diagnosis, identification of problems, or an appropriate managemcnt step

F. Effective communication sl<ills

G. Treating patients/surrogates kindly, humanely and professionally
Plus: One Station devoted to Basic and Advanced Life Support IBALSJ skills

Apart from the BALS Station, any given station may assess any number of domains, and
for each assessed domain the candidate will be graded as Unsatisfactory [0 mark),
Borderline [1 mark) or Satisfactary {2 marks). The number of marks available for each

station will vary according to the number of domains assessed. The total number of marks
in any one domain as well as for the whole practical component will also vary. The total
mark will be brought to a final mark of 100. In addition, the total mark for each domain
will also be calculated separately.

The competencies tested in the practical component are given in Annex 2.

To be successful at the practical component, a candidate must:
L. Obtain a Pass in the BALS station
2. Obtain a minimum mark of 40a/o of available marks in each domain (A-G)

3. Obtain a minimum overall mark of 5Ao/o.

4.3 Criteria for passing the Medicine Selection Examination
Candidates who have passed the written component, as indicated in 4.1 above, will be

eligible to sit the practical component. The criteria for passing the practical component
are outlined in 4.2 above. Candidates who have passed both written and practical
components in the same sitting will be deemed to have qualified to be selected for the MD

programme.



amended as;

4.2 The practical comporlent

'f he practical component consists ol'an 0bjective Structured Clinical Examination [t]SCE)-
type practical examination. It has 12 stations, each lasting 5 minutes" Each station will
have two examiners assessing the cartdidates. Assessment at these statior-ts will be

domain-based. The domains assessed in the examination are:

A. Flistory-taking skills
ts. Physical examination skiils
C. Eiiciting symptoms and physical signs correctly

D. Interpretation of investigation material (such as electrocardiographs,

radiographs, chartsJ or identification of clinically useful material [such as plants,

snakes)

Interpretation of data to provide a logical conclusion, such as a dif'ferential

diagnosis, diagnosis, identification of problems, or an appropriate management

step
Effective communication skiils
'Irea ti ng pati ents/surrogates kindly, hu manely and profess i onal ly

Any given station may assess any number of domains, and for each assessed domain the

candidate will be graded as Unsatisfactory [0 mark), Borderline [1 mark) or Satisfactory

[2 marks). The number of marks available for cach station will vary according to the
number of domains assessed. The total number of marks in any one domain as well as for
the whole practical component will also vary. The total mark will be brought to a final

mark of 100. In addition, the total mark for each domain will also be calculated separately.

The competencies tested in the practical component are given in Annex 2.

To be successful at the practical component, a candidate must:

L. 0btain a minimum mark of 40o/o of available marks in each domain (A-G)

. Z. Obtain a minimum overall mark of 50%.

4.BCriteria for passing the Medicine Selection Examination

Candidates who have passed the written component, as indicated in 4.1 above, will be

eligible to sit the practical component. The criteria for passing the practical component
are outlined in 4:2 abave. Candidates who have passed both written and practical
components in ihe same sitting will be deemed to have qualified to be selected for the MD

programme.
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